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Die Frage nach der Patentierbarkeit von Geschäftsmethoden und
Computerprogrammen beschäftigt die interessierten Kreise bereits seit Jahren. Die
bisherige Praxis der Beschwerdekammern des Europäischen Patentamtes
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vermochte Umfang und Reichweite der gemäss Art. 52 Abs. 2 EPÜ nicht als
Erfindungen geltenden Kategorien von Innovationen ebenso wenig zu klären wie
die Rechtsprechung der nationalen Gerichte. Mit diesen grundlegenden und heftig
umstrittenen Fragen setzt sich der vorliegende Entscheid des Court of Appeal
eingehend auseinander und leistet damit einen beachtenswerten Beitrag zur
weiteren Rechtsentwicklung.
Angesichts der herrschenden Rechtsunsicherheit und in bemerkenswertem Streben
nach Koordination der europäischen Rechtsprechung greift der Court of Appeal im
Anschluss an seine Entscheidung zu einem unkonventionellen Vorgehen: Er formuliert
drei Fragen, die der Grossen Beschwerdekammer des Europäischen Patentamtes mit
dem vorliegenden Urteil auf informellem Weg unterbreitet werden. Ob und
gegebenenfalls wie das Europäische Patentamt auf diese Fragen reagieren wird, darf
mit Spannung erwartet werden.
La brevetabilité des méthodes de commerce et des programmes informatiques est
débattue depuis plusieurs années déjà. Jusque à présent, la pratique des Chambres
de Recours de l'Organisation européenne des brevets et la jurisprudence des
tribunaux nationaux ne sont pas parvenues à clarifier la question. Cette décision de
la Court of Appeal traite de manière circonstanciée de cette question fondamentale
et très controversée et livre une contribution notable au développement futur de la
jurisprudence.
Au vu de l'insécurité juridique existante et aspirant à une coordination de la
jurisprudence européenne, la Court of Appeal use d'une procédure non
conventionnelle à la suite de sa décision: elle formule trois questions soumises de
manière informelle à la Grande Chambre de recours de l'Organisation européenne des
brevets. On peut attendre avec impatience de voir si et le cas échéant comment
l'Organisation européenne des brevets va y réagir.
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I. Einleitung
Die Umschreibung der patentfähigen Erfindung ist die eigentliche Kernfrage des
Patentrechts. Das Ziehen der Grenze zwischen patentierbaren und dem Patentschutz
nicht zugänglichen Gegenständen ist angesichts der offenen Formulierung der
gesetzlichen Grundlagen für die mit dieser Frage befassten Behörden und Gerichte ein
juristischer Hochseilakt. Zugleich kommt dem Entscheid eminente Bedeutung zu,
zumal das Gewähren oder Verweigern von Patentschutz für bestimmte Kategorien von
Innovationen massgebenden Einfluss auf die Innovationsrate haben kann. Wie sich das
Erteilen von Patenten auf die weitere Entwicklung auswirkt, ist allerdings bis heute
weitgehend ungeklärt, wie der Court of Appeal im vorliegenden Entscheid mit Blick
auf die Liberalisierung der Patentierbarkeit von Computerprogrammen in den USA zu
Recht festhält.
In Europa wird der Begriff der patentfähigen Erfindung durch Art. 52 EPÜ und die sich
mehr oder minder an dieser Norm orientierenden Parallelbestimmungen der nationalen
Patentgesetze definiert. Im Brennpunkt des Interesses steht dabei schon seit Jahren die
Frage nach der Patentierbarkeit von Geschäftsmethoden und Computerprogrammen.
Mit dieser Frage hatte sich denn im vorliegenden Entscheid auch der Court of Appeal
zu befassen.
II. Sachverhalt
Mit dem nachfolgend wiedergegebenen Urteil entschied der Court of Appeal gleich
zwei Berufungen, mit denen über das Vorliegen einer patentfähigen Erfindung im
Sinne von Art. 52 Abs. 2 und 3 EPÜ zu befinden war.
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Der "Aerotel Appeal" geht auf eine von Aerotel Ltd (nachfolgend "Aerotel") gegen
Telco Holdings Ltd, Telco Global Distribution Ltd und Telco Global Ltd (nachfolgend
"Telco") erhobene Patentverletzungsklage zurück, gegen die Telco Widerklage auf
Feststellung der Nichtigkeit von Aerotels britischem Patent No. 2 171 877 erhoben
hatte. Der zuständige Richter am High Court hatte das fragliche Patent erstinstanzlich
für ungültig erklärt. Zwar hatten sich die Parteien zwischen dem erst- und
zweitinstanzlichen Verfahren durch Vergleich geeinigt. Weil aber Aerotel gestützt auf
dasselbe Patent eine weitere Verletzungsklage gegen eine Drittpartei erhoben hatte, trat
der Court of Appeal dennoch auf die Berufung von Aerotel ein.
Der "Macrossan Appeal" wurde von Neal William Macrossan, dem
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Inhaber der britischen Patentanmeldung No. 0 314 464.9, erhoben, nachdem der Prüfer
des britischen Patent Office und nachfolgend auch der High Court seine Anmeldung
mit der Begründung abgewiesen hatten, dass keine patentfähige Erfindung vorliege.
Die Erwägungen des Court of Appeal werden nachfolgend unverändert und im
Wesentlichen ungekürzt wiedergegeben. Für die umfassende und detaillierte Analyse
des Case Law im Appendix zum Urteil sei auf den Originaltext verwiesen; dieser ist
abrufbar unter: http://www. bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2006/1371.html.
III.Aus den Erwägungen
The Approach to the Legislation
(6.) As we have said these appeals turn on the application of Art. 52 (2) and 52 (3) of
the EPC. The provision was implemented in UK law by Sec. 1 (2) of the Patents Act
1977. Although Sec. 1 (2) pointlessly uses somewhat different wording from that of the
EPC no-one suggests that it has any different meaning. So we, like the parties before
us, work directly from the source. That has several advantages: (i) The difference in
wording has at least the potential to lead to an erroneous construction of a provision
which is intended to have the same meaning as that of the EPC (which is the effect of
Sec. 130 (7) of the Act). Working using the EPC text obviates that risk. (ii) Decisions
of the EPO Boards of Appeal on the exclusions are based on the provisions of the EPC.
It makes sense to consider similar problems here by exactly the same language and
Article number rather than a differently numbered variant which is supposed to have
the same meaning. (iii) This is particularly important having regard to the fact that
decisions of the Boards of Appeal on provisions of the UK Act intended to implement
corresponding provisions of the EPC have "great persuasive authority" per Lord
Hoffmann in Merrell Dow v Norton (1996) RPC 76 at p. 82. Similar views have been
expressed in other cases too, for instance by Nicholls LJ (with whom the other
members of the court agreed) in Gale's Appn. (1991) RPC 305 at p. 323, and by Lord
Oliver in Asahi's Appn. (1991) RPC 485 at p. 540. (iv) Moreover by using the text of
the Convention the decisions of this court (and other UK courts) are more readily
intelligible to those in other European countries who will be unfamiliar with the
idiosyncratic ways of the UK Parliamentary draftsman. That is important: European
patent judges ought, so far as they can, try to be consistent with one another,
particularly in relation to the interpretation of national laws implementing provisions of
the EPC. Decisions of important national courts on such provisions are also of
persuasive authority within the EPO Boards of Appeal itself - see, for an example,
Eisai G 5/83 (1985) OJ 064 where the Enlarged Board had regard to a decision of the
Bundesgerichtshof (the "BGH"), the Supreme Court of Germany.
Article 52: General considerations
(7.) Art. 52 reads: "(1) European patents shall be granted for any inventions which are
susceptible of industrial application, which are new and which involve an inventive
step. (2) The following in particular shall not be regarded as inventions within the
meaning of paragraph 1: (a) discoveries, scientific theories and mathematical methods;
(b) aesthetic creations; (c) schemes, rules and methods for performing mental acts,
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playing games or doing business, and programs for computers; (d) presentations of
information. (3) The
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provisions of paragraph 2 shall exclude patentability of the subject-matter or activities
referred to in that provision only to the extent to which a European patent application
or European patent relates to such subject-matter or activities as such."
(8). The provisions about what are not to be "regarded as inventions" are not easy. Over
the years there has been and continues to be much debate about them and about
decisions on them given by national courts and the Boards of Appeal of the EPO. They
form the basis of a distinct industry of conferences and are the foundation of a plethora
of academic theses and publications. There has also been much political debate too:
some urging removal or reduction of the categories, others their retention or
enlargement. With the political debate we have no concern - it is our job to interpret
them as they stand.
(9.) As the decisions show this is not an easy task. There are several reasons for this: (i)
In the first place there is no evident underlying purpose lying behind the provisions as a
group - a purpose to guide the construction. The categories are there, but there is
nothing to tell you one way or the other whether they should be read widely or
narrowly. (ii) One cannot form an overall approach to the categories. They form a
disparate group - no common, overarching concept, for example, links rules for playing
games with computer programs or either of these with methods for doing business or
aesthetic creations. (iii) Some categories are given protection by other intellectual
property laws. Most importantly, of course, aesthetic creations and computer programs
have protection under the law of copyright. So the legislator may well have formed the
view that additional protection by way of patentability was unnecessary or less
appropriate. (iv) Further, some categories are so abstract that they are unnecessary or
meaningless. For instance a scientific theory as such is excluded. But how could a
scientific theory ever be the subject of a patent claim in the first place? Einstein's
special theory of relativity was new and non-obvious but it was inherently incapable of
being patented. A patent after all is to a legal monopoly over some commercial activity
carried out by human beings such as making or dealing in goods or carrying out a
process. A scientific theory is not activity at all. It simply is not the sort of thing which
could be made the subject of a legal monopoly. Nor can the presence of the exclusion
be explained on the narrower basis that it was intended to exclude woolly and general
claims such as "Any application of E=mc2". For such a claim would be bad for the
more conventional reason that it does not disclose the invention "in a manner
sufficiently clear and complete for it to be carried out by a person skilled in the art"
(Art. 83 and 100 (b)). (v) There is or may be overlap between some of the exclusions
themselves and between them the overall requirement that an invention be "susceptible
of industrial application." The overall requirement is, perhaps surprisingly, hardly ever
mentioned in the debate about the categories of "non-invention" (no-one relied upon it
before us) but it is clearly a factor lying behind some of the debate.
(10.) The principles of treaty interpretation contained in Art. 31- 33 of the Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969 but only in force from 27th January 1980) are
merely a codification of principles settled well before that Treaty. So they apply to the
EPC even though it was a 1973 Treaty. Recourse may be had to supplementary means
of interpretation "including the preparatory work of the treaty and the circumstances of
its conclusion" in order to determine the meaning where the general rules of
interpretation leave the meaning ambiguous or obscure.
(11.) So, one asks, what help can be had from the travaux préparatoires to the EPC?
The answer is not a lot. The debates amongst the framers of the Convention which lead
to the excluded categories were the subject of two fascinating and valuable articles in
2005 by Dr. Justine Pila of the Oxford University Intellectual Property Research Centre
(Dispute over the Meaning of "Invention" in Art. 52 (2) EPC - The Patentability of
Computer-Implemented Inventions in Europe, 36 IIC 173; Art. 52 (2) of the
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Convention on the Grant of European Patents: What did the Framers Intend? 36 IIC
755). She shows that the travaux provide no direct assistance to any of the categories
we have to consider. "Only a bull's-eye counts" (per Lord Steyn in Effort Shipping v
Linden Management (1988) AC 605 at 625) and there are no bulls-eyes in the travaux
for present purposes. What does emerge is that the various categories are the result of
various compromises and distinct discussions about each of them. So one can at least
find confirmation that no overarching principle was intended. What was done was to
formulate the language of each of the categories independently of one another, add the
"as such" rider to all of them and leave it to the EPO and European patent judges to
work out the detail.
(12.) Perhaps one other thing emerges - by its absence. There is no indication of any
intention as to how the categories should be construed - either restrictively or widely.
In EU law exceptions to a general principle are generally interpreted restrictively, see
e.g. per La Pergola AG at (8) in Amengual Far v Amengual Far Case C-12/98 (2002)
STC 382 (a VAT case): "This criterion has been consistently followed in the case law
of this court." The EPO Boards of Appeal have applied that principle to
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the interpretation of Art. 53 see e.g. Harvard Oncomouse (1990) T 0019/90 (1990) OJ
376, Plant Genetic Systems/Glutamine Synthetase Inhibitors (1995) T 356/93. But Art.
53 is not the same as Art. 52 (2). It is expressly entitled "Exceptions to patentability".
The exceptions are clearly specified as such and the exception principle of construction
can and does apply to them. But Art. 52 (2), by contrast, is not expressed as an
exception to patentability - it sets out positive categories of things which are not to be
regarded as inventions.
The position outside Europe
(13.) The position is different in Europe from that in the USA. Not only is there no
equivalent of Art. 52 (2) in the US Statute but the courts have positively held that the
types of patentable invention should be given "wide scope". The general approach is
that found in the Supreme Court case of Diamond v Chakrabarty, (1980) 447 U.S. 303,
100 S. Ct. 2204. The actual decision in Chakrabarty, that new and non-obvious
microorganisms could be patented, is not that remarkable to European eyes for
microorganisms are patentable as such under the EPC (only plants and animals are
excepted by Art. 53 (b)). But the expansive approach of the majority opinion (given by
Burger CJ) in the Supreme Court goes wider: "In choosing such expansive terms (in
§101 of the US Patent Act 35 USC) as ‘manufacture' and ‘composition of matter'
modified by the comprehensive ‘any', Congress plainly contemplated that the patent
laws would be given wide scope. The relevant legislative history also supports a broad
construction. The Patent Act of 1793, authored by Thomas Jefferson, defined statutory
subject matter as "any new and useful art, machine, manufacture, or composition of
matter, or any new or useful improvement (thereof)." Act of Feb. 21, 1793, § 1, 1 Stat.
319. The Act embodied Jefferson's philosophy that ‘ingenuity should receive a liberal
encouragement.' Writings of Thomas Jefferson 75-76 (Washington ed. 1871). See
Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 7-10 (1966). Subsequent patent statutes in
1836, 1870, and 1874 employed this same broad language. In 1952, when the patent
laws were recodified, Congress replaced the word ‘art' with ‘process,' but otherwise left
Jefferson's language intact. The Committee Reports accompanying the 1952 Act
inform us that Congress intended statutory subject matter to ‘include anything under
the sun that is made by man'. S. Rep. No. 1979, 82d Cong., 2d Sess., 5 (1952); H.R.
Rep. No. 1923, 82d Cong., 2d Sess., 6 (1952). This same language was employed by
P.J. Federico, a principal draftsman of the 1952 recodification, in his testimony
regarding that legislation: ‘(Under) section 101 a person may have invented a machine
or a manufacture, which may include anything under the sun that is made by man (...)'
Hearings on H.R. 3760 before Subcommittee No. 3 of the House Committee on the
Judiciary, 82d Cong., 1st Sess., 37 (1951). This is not to suggest that § 101 has no
limits or that it embraces every discovery. The laws of nature, physical phenomena, and
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abstract ideas have been held not patentable. (citations follow) Thus, a new mineral
discovered in the earth or a new plant found in the wild is not patentable subject matter.
Likewise, Einstein could not patent his celebrated law that E=mc2 nor could Newton
have patented the law of gravity. Such discoveries are ‘manifestations of (...) nature,
free to all men and reserved exclusively to none.'"
(14.) The endorsement of the "anything under the sun that is made by man" approach
led to further expansion of what is patentable in the US. In 1994 the Court of Appeals
for the Federal Circuit decided that computer programs were patentable, Re Alappat,
(1994) 33 F.3d 1526, 31 U.S.P.Q.2D 1545. Then, in 1998, it decided in State Street
Bank v Signature Financial Group, (1998) 149 F.3d 1368, 47 U.S.P.Q.2D (BNA) 1596
that business methods as such were too: "Today, we hold that the transformation of
data, representing discrete dollar amounts by a machine through a series of
mathematical calculations into a final share price, constitutes a practical application of
a mathematical algorithm, formula, or calculation, because it produces ‘a useful,
concrete and tangible result' - a final share price momentarily fixed for recording and
reporting purposes and even accepted and relied upon by regulatory authorities and in
subsequent trades." "As we pointed out in Alappat, at 1557, application of the test
could be misleading, because a process, machine, manufacture, or composition of
matter employing a law of nature, natural phenomenon, or abstract idea is patentable
subject matter even though a law of nature, natural phenomenon, or abstract idea would
not, by itself, be entitled to such protection."
(15.) The "exceptions" referred to in the US cases, e.g. laws of nature, have some
equivalents in Art. 52 (2). But that is really, as we have pointed out, because they are
by their very nature incapable of being the subject of a legal monopoly. The fact that
there are some parallels between what is declared by the judges to be unpatentable in
the US and what is declared by Art. 52 (2) to be an excluded category of invention is
no guide as to the interpretation of Art. 52.
Other considerations
(16.) Before moving on we would add three things. First there has been some political
pressure on Europe to
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remove or reduce the categories of non-inventions. Part of that has come, Mr Birss told
us, from the fact that TRIPS (the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights, (1994), Annex IC to the Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World
Trade Organisation) does not have the same explicit categories of non-invention as the
EPC. It says (Art. 27 (1)): "Subject to the provisions of paragraphs 2 and 3 (which
roughly correspond to the Art. 53 exceptions) patents shall be available for any
inventions, whether products or processes, in all fields of technology, provided that
they are new, involve an inventive step and are capable of industrial application. (...)
patents shall be available and patent rights enjoyable without discrimination as to (...)
the field of technology." Some of the Art. 52 (2) excluded categories are not fairly
within the description "field of technology" and so not within TRIPS (e.g. aesthetic
creations) but others seem to be within it - the paradigm example being computer
programs. Hence the pressure. Whether "methods for doing business" are a "field of
technology" within the meaning of TRIPS is perhaps debatable. The point does not
arise here.
(17.) Secondly there is pressure from would-be patentees on patent offices. People are
applying for what are, or arguably are, business method and computer program patents
in significant numbers. This is evidenced, for example, by the fact that whereas a few
years ago the Comptroller only had one or two hearings a year concerned with these
topics, he now has about four a week - a number are awaiting on the outcome of these
appeals.
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(18.) This pressure in part stems from the fact that, following State Street (business
methods) and Alappat (computer programs) people have been getting patents for these
subject-matters in the USA. Since they can get them there, they must as a commercial
necessity apply for them everywhere. If your competitors are getting or trying to get
the weapons of business method or computer program patents you must too. An arms
race in which the weapons are patents has set in. The race has naturally spread
worldwide (for a recent Australian instance see Grant v Commissioner of Patents
(2006) FCAFC 120m July 17th 2006 where the Federal Court of Appeal refused a
patent for a method of protecting assets from bankruptcy involving the setting up of a
trust, a gift to the trust, and a loan back with the trustee taking a charge on the loan).
The Australian legislation is different from that of Europe so the decision itself is of no
relevance here - as is the fact that Mr Macrossan has been granted an Australian patent
for his invention.
(19.) Thirdly it by no means follows that because of pressure from applicants, the grant
of patents for excluded categories should be allowed or that the excluded categories
(particularly business methods and computer programs) should be construed narrowly.
Just as with arms, merely because people want them is not sufficient reason for giving
them.
(20.) Fourthly despite the fact that such patents have been granted for some time in the
US, it is far from certain that they have been what Sellars and Yeatman would have
called a "Good Thing." The patent system is there to provide a research and investment
incentive but it has a price. That price (what economists call "transaction costs") is paid
in a host of ways: the costs of patenting, the impediment to competition, the
compliance cost of ensuring non-infringement, the cost of uncertainty, litigation costs
and so on. There is, so far as we know, no really hard empirical data showing that the
liberalization of what is patentable in the USA has resulted in a greater rate of
innovation or investment in the excluded categories. Innovation in computer programs,
for instance, proceeded at an immense speed for years before anyone thought of
granting patents for them as such. There is evidence, in the shape of the mass of US
litigation about the excluded categories, that they have produced much uncertainty. If
the encouragement of patenting and of patent litigation as industries in themselves
were a purpose of the patent system, then the case for construing the categories
narrowly (and indeed for removing them) is made out. But not otherwise.
(21.) In our opinion, therefore, the court must approach the categories without bias in
favour of or against exclusion. All that is clear is that there was a positive intention and
policy to exclude the categories concerned from being regarded as patentable
inventions. We must simply try to make sense of them using the language of the
Convention.
(22.) It was suggested to us that Pumfrey J was of the view that the court should incline
towards patentability in the case of computer programs when he said in Research in
Motion v Inpro (2006) EWHC 70 (PAT) at (187): "I am anxious that these exclusions
are not given too wide a scope. All modern industry depends upon programmed
computers, and one must be astute not to defeat patents on the ground that the subject
matter is excluded under Art. 52 unless the invention lies in excluded subject matter as
such." We do not so read him. He was just sensibly warning against saying "well the
claim involves the use of a computer program so it must be excluded".
The Case Law
(23.) The EPC came into force in 1978 but the case-law on the excluded categories
really started only
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about 10 years later. We have to examine a mix of UK and EPO case-law, for there is
much interplay between them. We must also consider some decisions of national courts
in other European countries. There is now a large body of case law. Rather than burden
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the flow of our main judgment with the detail, we have set out our review in an
Appendix.
(24.) It is clear that a whole range of approaches have been adopted over the years both
by the EPO and national courts. Often they lead or would lead to the same result, but
the reasoning varies. One is tempted to say that an Art. 52 (2) exclusion is like an
elephant: you know it when you see it, but you can't describe it in words. Actually we
do not think that is right - there are likely to be real differences depending on what the
right approach is. Billions (euros, pounds or dollars) turn on it.
(25.) The decisions of the EPO Boards of Appeal are mutually contradictory. To say
that is not to criticise anyone. On the contrary the Boards of Appeal have each done
what they think is right in law - as befits tribunals exercising a judicial function. But
surely the time has come for matters to be clarified by an Enlarged Board of Appeal.
Under Art. 112 (1) (b) of the EPC the President of the EPO has the power to refer a
point of law to an Enlarged Board where two Boards of Appeal have given different
decisions on that question. That is now clearly the position. There are indeed at least
four differing points of view. We have no power to refer any question and must reach
our decision now independently of what any Enlarged Board might decide if and when
there is a reference. Nonetheless we have ventured to formulate questions which might
be asked of an Enlarged Board in the hope of encouraging a reference. We add that the
Comptroller supports us in this course.
(26.) Our summary of the various approaches which have been adopted is as follows:
(1) The contribution approach: Ask whether the inventive step resides only in the
contribution of excluded matter - if yes, Art. 52 (2) applies. This approach was
supported by Falconer J in Merrill Lynch but expressly rejected by this Court.
(2) The technical effect approach: Ask whether the invention as defined in the claim
makes a technical contribution to the known art - if no, Art. 52 (2) applies. A possible
clarification (at least by way of exclusion) of this approach is to add the rider that novel
or inventive purely excluded matter does not count as a "technical contribution". This
is the approach (with the rider) adopted by this Court in Merrill Lynch. It has been
followed in the subsequent decisions of this Court, Gale and Fujitsu. The approach
(without the rider as an express caution) was that first adopted by the EPO Boards of
Appeal, see Vicom, IBM/Text processing and IBM/Data processor network.
(3) The "any hardware" approach: Ask whether the claim involves the use of or is to a
piece of physical hardware, however mundane (whether a computer or a pencil and
paper). If yes, Art. 52 (2) does not apply. This approach was adopted in three cases,
Pension Benefits, Hitachi and Microsoft/Data transfer (the "trio"). It was specifically
rejected by this Court in Gale. However there are variants of the "any hardware"
approach: (3) (i) Where a claim is to a method which consists of an excluded category,
it is excluded by Art. 52 (2) even if hardware is used to carry out the method. But a
claim to the apparatus itself, being "concrete" is not so excluded. The apparatus claim
is nonetheless bad for obviousness because the notional skilled man must be taken to
know about the improved, excluded, method. This is the Pension Benefits approach.
(3) (ii) A claim to hardware necessarily is not caught by Art. 52 (2). A claim to a
method of using that hardware is likewise not excluded even if that method as such is
excluded matter. Either type of claim is nonetheless bad for obviousness for the same
reason as above. This is Hitachi, expressly disagreeing with Pension Benefits about
method claims. (3) (iii) Simply ask whether there is a claim to something "concrete"
e.g. an apparatus. If yes, Art. 52 (2) does not apply. Then examine for patentability on
conventional grounds - do not treat the notional skilled man as knowing about any
improved excluded method. This is Microsoft/Data Transfer.
Discussion
(27.) We begin with the last approach, that a claim to hardware is enough, an approach
shared by the trio. Some examples outside the context of computer programs and
methods of doing business show why it must be wrong. Consider for instance the
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following: (i) a claim to a book, e.g. to a book containing a new story the key elements
of which are set out in the claim; (ii) a claim to a standard CD player or iPod loaded
with a new piece of music. Everyone would agree that the claims must be bad - yet in
each case as a whole they are novel, non-obvious and enabling. To deem the new music
or story part of the prior art (the device of Pension Benefits and Hitachi) is simply not
intellectually honest. And, so far as we see, the Microsoft approach, which discards
that device, would actually lead to patentability.
(28.) There is moreover a clear conflict between the variants. Mr Birss described the
first two as "The Lord Giveth, the Lord Taketh away." The giving is the passing of Art.
52 (2), the taking away being the device of treating the excluded matter as known. Mr
Macrossan rightly
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pointed out that this was not so with the third variant - as he put it "the Lord Giveth but
the Lord Doth not Always Taketh away."
(29.) We are conscious of the need to place great weight on decisions of the Boards of
Appeal, but, given the present state of conflict between the old (Vicom etc.) and the
new (Hitachi etc.) approaches, quite apart from the fact that there are three distinct new
approaches each to some extent in conflict with the other two, it would be premature to
do so. If and when an Enlarged Board rules on the question, this Court may have to re-
consider its approach. If such a ruling were to differ from what this court had
previously decided a question would arise as to what should be done: should this court
(and first instance courts) follow the previous rulings in our courts, leaving it to the
House of Lords (or the future Supreme Court) to decide what to do or should the new
ruling of the Enlarged Board be followed? It may be that the better course then would
be for a decision of the first instance court to be "leapfrogged" to the House of Lords or
Supreme Court. For the present we do not have to decide this. All we decide now is
that we do not follow any of the trio. The fact that the BGH has already declined to
follow Hitachi reinforces this view - doing so will not lead to European consistency.
(30.) An element of the reasoning in the trio is that the various categories of Art. 52 (2)
must have something in common: that they are all limited to something abstract or
intangible. We think this is a mistaken assumption. We have already observed that the
categories are disparate with differing policies behind each. There is no reason to
suppose there is some common factor (particularly abstractness) linking them. The
travaux préparatoires at least confirm this.
(31.) One thing does need to be said. Before you get to the "as such" qualification, you
must make up your mind as to the meaning of the category which is excluded.
Computer programs call for particular consideration here. There are, in principle, two
views about what is meant by "computer program" in Art. 52. A narrow view is that it
means just the set of instructions as an abstract thing albeit they could be written down
on a piece of paper. A wider view is that the term covers also the instructions on some
form of media (floppy disk, CD or hard drive for instance) which causes a computer to
execute the program - a program which works. This court and the earlier Board of
Appeal decisions clearly take the latter view, as for instance in Gale and Vicom. The
trio take the narrow view, working on the premise that all the exclusions are limited to
the abstract. We are bound to say that we consider that wrong: so to limit the meaning
of "computer program" would be to render the exclusion without real content. We think
the framers of the EPC really meant to exclude computer programs in a practical and
operable form. They meant to exclude real computer programs, not just an abstract
series of instructions.
(32.) What then of the first, the "contribution" approach? Were the question open for
free decision now, we think there is a lot to be said for it. Patents are essentially about
information as to what to make or do. If all the patentee has taught new is something
about an excluded category, then it makes sense for the exclusion to apply. If he has
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taught more, then it does not. We are not ourselves convinced that the two objections to
this approach are valid.
(33.) The first objection is that it involves an inquiry as to what is old, whereas you
ought to be able to determine whether an exclusion applies just by considering what is
claimed - is this the sort of thing excluded? If one thinks about this however,
particularly with the aid of examples, one can see that the inquiry may inevitably
involve a question of discerning what is old so that it can be excluded. Take for
instance a claim to a hard drive loaded with a piece of music. If it is an old hard drive,
all that has been added is an excluded item. And this would be so even if the claim
went to the trouble of spelling out element by element all the features of the old hard
drive. But suppose the hard drive specified were itself new and inventive? Then a claim
to such a drive loaded with a piece of music would be allowable. It would not be the
individual piece of music (even if new) which caused the claim to escape Art. 52 (2)
but the newness of the kind of hard drive on which the music was loaded. Of course in
practice an inquiry as to what is old may not be difficult - indeed it will generally be
self-evident. Claims to a piece of music or a computer program loaded onto a known
form of medium, or a claim to a particular system of conducting business over the
internet using standard hardware are good examples. No detailed examination of the
prior art is necessary there.
(34.) The second objection to the contribution approach is that accepted by this court in
Merrill Lynch - a reductio ad absurdum argument. An example of it runs thus: suppose
the "discovery" of the genetic (nucleotide) sequence which encodes for a particular
valuable protein and a claim to a novel cloning vector incorporating that sequence. If
you "strip out" the discovery all you have is a known sort of cloning vector. So all that
has been added is the discovery - since that is unpatentable the claim is unpatentable
too. That cannot be right - it would exclude many valuable inventions. Hence the
contribution approach is wrong.
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(35.) We are not ourselves convinced by this, though we are bound by the reasoning:
the new cloning vector is more than a mere discovery, just as Whitford J's compass is
more than the discovery that a magnetised iron bar points north. You cannot "strip out"
the "discovery". The EPO Boards of Appeal are of the same opinion, see
Salk/Multimeric Receptors (2002) T 0338/00.
(36.) In this regard the position is different from that of computer programs. A physical
embodiment such as a cloning vector employing knowledge of the discovery of a DNA
sequence is not the discovery as such, but a computer program loaded on to chip or
hard drive is a computer program as such within the meaning of Art. 52 (2) and (3) -
because "computer program" includes a working computer program on a medium.
(37.) We would add that we are not sure that the determination of the precise sequence
of a piece of DNA is fairly to be regarded as a mere "discovery" in any event.
Columbus "discovered" America, but those who in due course mapped it would not
normally be said to have "discovered" the detail they put on their maps. We do not
examine the fairly metaphysical question of whether there is a difference between a
"discovery" and elucidation of detail such as a gene sequence further. It is not
necessary to do so and the waters are deep enough already.
(38.) The fact is that this court is bound by its own precedent: that decided in Merrill
Lynch, Gale and Fujitsu - the technical effect approach with the rider. We think we
must apply it as we understand it, namely as set out above. That we will proceed to do.
(39.) However before doing so we must consider the approach which the Comptroller,
through Mr Birss, urges upon us. We must in particular consider whether it is
consistent with that which has already been decided.
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(40.) The approach is in 4 steps: "(1) properly construe the claim; (2) identify the actual
contribution; (3) ask whether it falls solely within the excluded subject matter; (4)
check whether the actual or alleged contribution is actually technical in nature".
(41.) The Comptroller submits that this approach is structured and thus helpful to the
public and examiner alike and is consistent with the principles enunciated in Merrill
Lynch. He further submits: "A structured approach needs to be workable across the
whole field of Section 1 (2). This is important because although the policy behind
different exclusions is not uniform, the structure of the legislation requires that they
ought to work the same way. A structured approach will also allow the examiners and
hearing officers applying this area of law to follow a consistent scheme and will allow
the public to see how a decision has been arrived at. A problem the Comptroller is
often confronted with is reliance by applicants on broad observations from earlier
decisions which work well in the particular circumstances in which they were made but
break down when applied elsewhere." (Mr Birss' skeleton argument). We think this
structured approach is indeed consistent with what has been decided by this court. It is
a re-formulation in a different order of the Merrill Lynch test.
(42.) No-one could quarrel with the first step - construction. You first have to decide
what the monopoly is before going on the question of whether it is excluded. Any test
must involve this first step.
(43.) The second step - identify the contribution - is said to be more problematical.
How do you assess the contribution? Mr Birss submits the test is workable - it is an
exercise in judgment probably involving the problem said to be solved, how the
invention works, what its advantages are. What has the inventor really added to human
knowledge perhaps best sums up the exercise. The formulation involves looking at
substance not form - which is surely what the legislator intended.
(44.) Mr Birss added the words "or alleged contribution" in his formulation of the
second step. That will do at the application stage - where the Office must generally
perforce accept what the inventor says is his contribution. It cannot actually be
conclusive, however. If an inventor claims a computer when programmed with his new
program, it will not assist him if he alleges wrongly that he has invented the computer
itself, even if he specifies all the detailed elements of a computer in his claim. In the
end the test must be what contribution has actually been made, not what the inventor
says he has made.
(45.) The third step - is the contribution solely of excluded matter? - is merely an
expression of the "as such" qualification of Art. 52 (3). During the course of argument
Mr Birss accepted a re-formulation of the third step: Ask whether the contribution thus
identified consists of excluded subject matter as such? We think either formulation will
do - they mean the same thing.
(46.) The fourth step - check whether the contribution is "technical" - may not be
necessary because the third step should have covered that. It is a necessary check
however if one is to follow Merrill Lynch as we must.
(47.) As we have said this test is a reformulation of the approach adopted by this court
in Fujitsu: it asks the same questions but in a different order. Fujitsu asks first whether
there is a technical contribution (which involves two questions: what is the
contribution? is it technical?) and then added the rider that a contribution which
consists solely of excluded matter
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will not count as a technical contribution.
(48.) Mr Thorley criticised the Comptroller's approach on the basis it was a re-writing
of the statutory test: it either meant the same thing in which case it was unnecessary or
it meant something different in which case it was wrong (cf. the apocryphal words of
Caliph Umar about the destruction of the library of Alexandria and the Word of God).
We do not accept that. It is, we think, a structured and more helpful way of re-
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formulating the statutory test. What Mr Thorley was unable to do was to pinpoint any
specific way in which the test differed from the statutory test as interpreted by this
Court.
(49.) Accordingly we propose to apply the Comptroller's structured approach to both
cases under appeal. To these we now turn.
The Aerotel Appeal
(50.) The patent has two sets of claims, method claims (1-8) and system claims (9-23).
It is only necessary to set out claims 1 and 9: "1. A method of making a telephone call
from any available telephone, comprising: obtaining a special code by making a
prepayment; inserting the prepayment in a memory in a special exchange and being
allocated to the special code in the memory for use in verifying a calling party call;
dialling the special exchange when a telephone call connection is desired; inputting the
special code for verification; inputting the number of called party; verifying at the
special exchange by checking the special code and comparing the prepayment less any
deductions for previous calls in the memory with the minimum cost of a call to the
called party station; connecting the called and calling parties' stations in response to
said verification; monitoring the remaining prepayment less deductions for the running
cost of the call; and disconnecting the call when the remaining prepayment has been
spent by the running cost of the call. 9. A telephone system for facilitating a telephone
call from any available telephone station, comprising: means for coupling a calling
party station to a special exchange; memory means in the special exchange for storing
customer special codes and prepayment information individual to each customer;
means for verifying the calling party responsive to a code transmitted from the calling
party station to the special exchange so as to verify that the code matches the special
customer code in the memory means and the calling party has unused credit; and
means for connecting said calling party station to a called station responsive to the
verification."
(51.) We concentrate on the system claim first. Although called a "system" it is actually
a claim to a physical device consisting of various components. Mr Thorley helpfully
provided a simplified diagram of it.

Diagram

(52.) A conventional method of making a phone call involves the caller dialling the
callee's number. The call goes through a number of public exchanges with an ultimate
connection to the callee. The conventional route is shown in dotted lines. A system of
measuring call duration applied to appropriate rates computes the cost. If the caller has
no account running from his station (e.g. is in a call box) he will have to pre-pay. The
patentee's idea is to have an extra piece of equipment which he calls a "special
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exchange". The caller has an account with the owner of that and deposits a credit with
him. The caller has a code. To make a call he calls the number of the special exchange
and inputs his code and then the callee's number. If the code is verified and there is
enough credit he is put through: the call will be terminated if his credit runs out.
(53.) The important point to note is that the system as a whole is new. And it is new in
itself, not merely because it is to be used for the business of selling phone calls. So,
moving on to step two, the contribution is a new system. It is true that it could be
implemented using conventional computers, but the key to it is a new physical
combination of hardware. It seems to us clear that there is here more than just a method
of doing business as such. That answers the third step. Finally the system is clearly
technical in nature. We see no Art. 52 (2) objection to the claim.
(54.) Turning to the method claims, they are essentially to the use of the new system.
Given that that is free of a
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Sec. 52 (2) objection, then the narrower claim to its use must be too. Again the
contribution is not just a method of doing business but the use of a new apparatus for
such a method. So there is more than just a business method. And the method involves
the use of apparatus and so is technical.
(55.) The Judge held otherwise. He considered solely the method claim. What
persuaded him that it was a method of doing business as such was, we think, a
misunderstanding of the evidence. He said: "It is clear that none of the equipment
which is used in the method is new equipment. If that were not clear from the patent
itself, it is made clear by the evidence of Mr. Hart, who is the expert called on behalf of
Aerotel itself. Although he says that the system described in the patent has
revolutionised the way in which telephone calls can be made and the way in which
charges can be processed, he, none the less, is clear that the method would have been
implemented using an electronic control exchange of a kind that had been available in
the UK from the 1970s. Nothing else in the patent of a technical nature, in the sense of
equipment, is said to be new and none of that technical equipment is described except
in the most general terms." And later: "The question is, as it seems to me, how is that
known equipment used? If it is used in a way that amounts to no more than a method of
conducting business, then it still falls outside the area in which a patent can be
granted."
(56.) What Mr Hart actually said was: "The Patent provides a new method and system
for facilitating telephone calls. (...) A skilled reader of the Patent in 1985 would have
been able to implement the described special exchange using an electronic control
exchange of the kind that was available in the UK and elsewhere at that time." That is
not saying that the equipment used in the method is not new. Still less is it saying the
system is not new. It is merely saying that the system could have been implemented at
the time using known components. So we think the Judge misassessed the contribution
of the inventor - he was not saying "use existing apparatus for my new method" he was
saying "create a new overall combination of apparatus using known types of apparatus
- and use that combination for my method".
(57.) We therefore allow the appeal. If it were not plain already we would add that we
do this not on the basis of Hitachi which was argued as a first point by Mr Thorley.
The Macrossan Appeal
(58.) We borrow the description of Mr Macrossan's application from Mann J and the
hearing officer: "The application claims a patent for an automated method of acquiring
the documents necessary to incorporate a company. It involves a user sitting at a
computer and communicating with a remote server, answering questions. Thereafter, in
the words of the Decision: The essence of the invention is that by means of posing
questions to a user in a number of stages, enough information is gleaned from the user's
answers to produce the required documents. Questions posed in the second and
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subsequent stages are determined from previous answers provided and the user's
answers are stored in a database structure. This process is repeated until the user has
provided enough information to allow the documents legally required to create the
corporate entity to be generated. A number of document templates are also stored and
the data processor is configured to merge at least one of these templates with the user's
answers to generate the required legal documents. The documents may then be sent in
an electronic form to the user for the user to print out and submit, mailed to the user, or
submitted to the appropriate registration authority on behalf of the user."
(59.) Claim 1 (set out with Mr Birss' helpful layout and emphasis) of the proposed
patent is as follows: A method for producing documents for use in the formation of a
corporate entity using a data processing system, the system comprising a corporate
entity creation service provider data processing apparatus including a data processor
and data storage means associated with the processor; remote client data processing
apparatus; and interactive communication means in communication with the data
processor and the client data processing apparatus; wherein the system assists in the
formation of a corporate entity in at least one answering session in which the
interactive communication means is configured to allow the data processor, configured
in accordance with an application program running on the data processor, to
communicate sets of one or more questions to the client data processing apparatus for
presentation to a user attempting to form a corporate entity, and allows the data
processor to receive from the client data processing apparatus the user's answers to the
questions and to store the answers in the data storage means; the data processor,
configured in accordance with the application program and using the interactive
communication means, is arranged to successively select and communicate a further
set of one or more questions to the client data processing apparatus for presentation to
the user, to receive the user's answers thereto and to store the answers in the data
storage means, and to repeat said selection and communication of further sets of one or
more questions until the data processor, configured in accordance with the application
program, has received and stored enough answers to allow
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the data processor to determine the documents that are legally required for the
formation of the corporate entity; wherein the selection of at least some of said further
sets of questions by the data processor is based on the received user's answers to one or
more previous questions; wherein the data processor, configured in accordance with the
application program, determines the documents that are legally required for the
formation of the corporate entity and generates said legally required document in an
electronic form using at least some of the user's answers that have been stored in the
data storage means and wherein the data storage means includes a database structure
having a plurality of user answer fields in which at least a selected one of the user's
answers are stored; and wherein a store of document templates is accessible by the data
processor, and the data processor is configured by the application program to merge at
least one selected document template corresponding to said legally required
documents, with at least a subset of the stored user's answers to generate said legally
required documents."
(60.) The method is clearly intended in practice to be one carried out by a user
accessing an internet site, though, as Mr Macrossan points out, that is not necessarily
so. His PCT application from which the British Application is derived specifically
mentions the internet as a possible interactive communications device for his method.
(61.) The principal points before Mann J were concerned with excluded matters. Mann
J held that the application was; (a) for a method of performing a mental act as such; (b)
not for a method of doing business; (c) for a computer program as such.
(62). Before us, as we have said in the Appendix, the Comptroller does not support
Mann J's decision as to a mental act: we are doubtful as to whether the exclusion
extends to electronic means of doing what could otherwise have been done mentally.
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But it is unnecessary to decide the point, for we are firmly of the opinion that the patent
is both for a method of doing business as such and for a computer program as such.
(63.) We turn to a method of doing business as such. Step 1 of the structured approach
(construe the claim) causes no difficulty. Step 2 calls for an assessment of the
inventor's contribution. That again poses little difficulty. Mr Macrossan does not
suggest he has invented any new kind of hardware. What he has thought of is an
interactive system which will do the job which otherwise would have been done by a
solicitor or company formation agent. Questions are asked, the answers incorporated in
the draft, and depending on some particular answers, further questions are asked and
the answers incorporated. That is his contribution.
(64.) Step 3 - is that contribution solely excluded matter? That depends on the meaning
of "a scheme rule or method of doing business as such". The hearing officer held that
the claim was indeed just for that. She said: "To my mind, the production of legally
compliant documents is just the sort of activity that falls within the business method
exclusion. It is something that solicitors are paid to do. Thus, I find the present
invention to fall potentially within the ‘business method' exclusion."
(65.) Her reference to "potentially" was because she had not yet reached the stage of
considering whether there was anything technical in character about the claim, as
required by Merrill Lynch. She then went on to find none and thus concluded that the
claim was indeed to a method of doing business as such.
(66.) Mann J disagreed. He said: "The activity involved in the invention is a business
service, or end product, for which the customer is prepared to pay and for which the
customer contracts. That may entitle the invention to the title ‘a method of providing
business services', but that is not what the exclusion in the Act is aimed at, in my view.
The exclusion is aimed more at the underlying abstraction of business meth-od - the
market making technique in Merrill Lynch; or the way of doing the auction in Hitachi.
In CFPH Mr Prescott identified joint-stock companies themselves as being methods of
carrying out business - see paragraph 41 of his judgment. That has the necessary level
of abstraction or method (business method). The invention in the current application
does not. It is merely a facility which might be used in a business; or, to put it another
way, a tool. That cannot be said of the inventions in Merrill Lynch and Hitachi. In those
cases the inventions were more than a tool - they were ways of conducting the entire
business in question. Again, in Pension Benefits Board of Appeal held that the
operation of a pensions scheme on a computer amounted to a method of doing
business. In doing so it said that: ‘All the features of this claim are steps of processing
and producing information having purely administrative, actuarial and/or financial
character. Processing and producing such information are typical steps of business and
economic methods.' While that does not claim to be, and should not be treated as, a
definition of a ‘method of doing business' it still, to my mind, captures something of
the essence of the point. It does not get particularly close to describing the invention in
this case."
(67.) We do not agree. Implicit in this reasoning are two things, first that there must be
something abstract about a method before the exclusion can apply and second that the
exclusion only applies where what is claimed involves the completion
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of a business transaction - the cash register must ring or at least a debt become due.
(68.) As to the first point, we have already observed that there is no overarching
principle that the exclusions are limited to abstract matters. There is no reason so to
limit the business method exclusion. Besides, how is one to tell whether an idea is
sufficiently abstract to come within the exclusion? Whether as an abstract or
generalised activity or as a very specific activity, if it is a method of doing business as
such it is excluded.
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(69.) Nor do we see any requirement that the exclusion be limited to a completed
transaction. Double entry bookkeeping was a good idea, but it was just a method of
doing business, even though there was no completed transaction involved. So also the
idea of having three trays: "in", "out" and "too difficult". They are all ways of
conducting a business and no more.
(70.) Confirmation that the exclusion is not limited to completed business transactions
is provided by both the French and German versions of the EPC, which have equal
weight with that of the English version. These versions read: "les plans, principes, et
méthodes (...) dans le domaine des activités économiques" ("in the domain of economic
activities"); "Pläne, Regeln, und Verfahren (...) für geschäftliche Tätigkeiten"
("business activities").
(71.) The judge described Mr Macrossan's idea as "a tool", the notion being that it was
akin to any other tool used in a business such as a telephone or a machine which makes
nails. But as Aldous LJ pointed out in Fujitsu at p. 618 in the context of the computer
program exclusion, the fact that a new tool is provided does not solve the question.
Moreover the analogy is not apt: each of those devices are free-standing. Mr
Macrossan's method is for the very business itself, the business of advising upon and
creating appropriate company formation documents.
(72.) The final step is to ask whether there is anything technical about the contribution
- there obviously is none beyond the mere fact of the running of a computer program.
(73.) We turn to the "computer program as such" objection. Here Mann J and the
hearing officer were unanimous in saying the exclusion applied and we agree.
Applying the structured test, again there is no difficulty over step 1. Step 2 - what is the
contribution? - is again straightforward. It is to provide a computer program (in
practice probably an interactive website) which can be used to carry out the method.
The hardware used is standard and is not part of the contribution. Step 3 - is the
contribution solely of excluded matter? - is again easy. The contribution is just the
devised program up and running. Step 4 - is that contribution technical? - is again easy.
No. So the exclusion applies.
(74.) Accordingly we hold that Mr Macrossan's idea is excluded from patentability. He
did raise one further matter before us with which we must deal briefly. It relates to the
proceedings before the Comptroller. He suggests they were flawed for apparent bias -
because there was an undisclosed examiner's report to the Hearing Officer and because
of something said on the Patent Office website saying the Office has a strong tradition
of rejecting patent applications for software. There is nothing in either of them for the
reasons given by Mann J. We add that we see no point in the objection either. It does
not apply to the hearing before Mann J or us. What Mr Macrossan seeks is remittal to
the Office for further consideration. But that would serve no useful purpose. He
suggests he might put in further evidence, but nothing relevant is suggested - and in
any event it could have nothing to do with the alleged flaw in the first hearing. It would
just be an excuse for a second bite.
Proposed Questions for an Enlarged Board
(75.) It is formally no business of ours to define questions to be asked of an Enlarged
Board of Appeal. What we say now is only put forward in case the President of the
EPO finds it helpful. If he thinks it pointless or arrogant of us to go this far, he is of
course entirely free to ignore all we say. Nonetheless in the hope that there is a spirit of
co-operation between national courts and the EPO we ventured to ask the parties what
questions might be posed by the President of an Enlarged Board pursuant to Art. 112.
As we have said the British Comptroller of Patents has encouraged us in this course.
(76.) The Comptroller and Mr Thorley provided a joint suggestion and Mr Macrossan
helpfully his. Having considered the drafts, the questions which we think might be put
are as follows: (1) What is the correct approach to adopt in determining whether an
invention relates to subject matter that is excluded under Art. 52? (2) How should those
elements of a claim that relate to excluded subject matter be treated when assessing
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whether an invention is novel and inventive under Art. 54 and 56? (3) And specifically:
(a) Is an operative computer program loaded onto a medium such as a chip or hard
drive of a computer excluded by Art. 52 (2) unless it produces a technical effect, if so
what is meant by "technical effect"? (b) What are the key characteristics of the method
of doing business exclusion?
(77.) Accordingly we allow the Aerotel appeal and dismiss the Macrossan appeal.
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Zusammenfassung
Die einleitenden allgemeinen Betrachtungen von Art. 52 Abs. 2 EPÜ führen den Court
of Appeal zur Erkenntnis, dass der Aufzählung der verschiedenen nicht als
Erfindungen im Sinne von Art. 52 Abs. 1 EPÜ anzusehenden Innovationen kein
übergreifendes Konzept zugrunde liegt. Historische und rechtsvergleichende
Überlegungen zeigen sodann, dass sich für die Auslegung dieser Bestimmung weder
aus der Entstehungsgeschichte des EPÜ noch aus dem US-amerikanischen Recht etwas
gewinnen lässt. Nach Ansicht des Gerichts sind die vom Patentschutz
ausgeschlossenen Kategorien deshalb schlicht durch Auslegung des Wortlauts von Art.
52 Abs. 2 EPÜ zu definieren.
Aufgrund einer eingehenden Analyse der Rechtsprechung identifiziert der Court of
Appeal drei Ansätze zur Unterscheidung von patentierbaren und nicht patentierbaren
Innovationen: (1) Nach dem "Contribution Approach" können Erfindungen nicht
patentiert werden, wenn der erfinderische Schritt nur vom Schutz ausgeschlossene
Gegenstände betrifft. (2) Beim "Technical Effect Approach" ist zu prüfen, ob die
Erfindung einen technischen Beitrag zum Stand der Technik leistet, wobei neue und
nicht naheliegende, aber vom Schutz ausgeschlossene Gegenstände nicht als
technischer Beitrag zählen. (3) Den drei Varianten des "Any Hardware Approach" ist
gemeinsam, dass Schutz gewährt wird, wenn die Patentansprüche physische Hardware
oder deren Gebrauch betreffen.
Der Court of Appeal verwirft den ersten und dritten Ansatz und wendet in der Folge
den "Technical Effect Approach" an, bei dem eine Vorgehensweise in vier Schritten
vorgeschlagen wird: (1) Auslegung der Patentansprüche; (2) Identifizierung des
effektiven Beitrags; (3) Prüfung, ob der Beitrag ausschliesslich vom Schutz
ausgeschlossene Gegenstände betrifft; (4) Überprüfung der technischen Natur des
effektiven oder behaupteten Beitrags.
Beim Patent von Aerotel unterscheidet der Court of Appeal zwischen
Patentansprüchen, die eine Methode definieren, und solchen, die ein Telefon-System
definieren. Das Telefon-System ist eine aus mehreren Komponenten bestehende
technische Anordnung. Es leistet einen technischen Beitrag und besteht nicht nur aus
vom Schutz ausgeschlossenen Gegenständen, weshalb es patentiert werden kann. Da
die Ansprüche auf die Methode im Wesentlichen den Gebrauch des patentfähigen
Systems erfassen, sind auch die enger gefassten Ansprüche auf den Gebrauch dieses
Systems dem Patentschutz zugänglich.
Mit dem Macrossan-Patent wird eine durch ein Datenverarbeitungssystem ausgeführte
Methode zum Erstellen von Dokumenten beansprucht, die zur Gründung einer
Gesellschaft erforderlich sind. Bei dieser Methode werden einem Nutzer -
vorzugsweise über eine Internetseite - durch einen Server so lange Fragen gestellt, bis
genügend Informationen vorhanden sind, um die erforderlichen Dokumente zu
erstellen. Der Court of Appeal verneint die Patentierbarkeit. Denn einerseits handelt es
sich um eine reine Geschäftsmethode, die - abgesehen vom blossen Ablaufen eines
Computerprogramms - keinen technischen Beitrag leistet; andererseits wird mit dem
Patent ein vom Schutz ausgeschlossenes Computerprogramm zur Ausführung dieser
Methode beansprucht, wobei der von diesem Programm geleistete Beitrag zufolge
Verwendung von Standard-Hardware ebenfalls nicht technischer Natur ist.
Résumé
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L'examen préliminaire de l'art. 52 al. 2 CBE conduit la Court of Appeal à la conclusion
qu'il n'y a pas de concept global à la base de l'énumération des différentes innovations
qui ne sont pas considérées comme des inventions. Des considérations historiques et de
droit comparé démontrent que ni les travaux préparatoires de la CBE, ni le droit
américain ne livrent d'élément décisif pour l'interprétation de cette disposition. De
l'avis du tribunal, les catégories exclues de la brevetabilité doivent dès lors être
simplement définies par une interprétation littérale de l'art. 52 al. 2 CBE.
Sur la base d'une analyse détaillée de la jurisprudence, la Court of Appeal identifie trois
approches pour différencier les inventions brevetables d'avec les innovations qui ne le
sont pas. (1) Selon la "Contribution Approach", les inventions ne peuvent pas être
brevetées lorsque l'élément inventif ne comporte que des éléments qui sont exclus de la
protection. (2) La "Technical Effect Approach" examine si l'invention fournit une
contribution technique à l'état de la technique. Lors de cet examen, les éléments
nouveaux et non évidents, mais qui ne sont pas brevetables, ne constituent pas une
contribution technique. (3) Les trois variantes du "Any Hardware Approach" ont en
commun que la protection est accordée lorsque les revendications concernent le
matériel informatique physique ou son utilisation.
La Court of Appeal rejette la première et la troisième approche, et utilise par la suite la
"Technical Effect Approach" en proposant une procédure en quatre étapes: (1)
interprétation des revendications; (2) identification de la contribution effective; (3)
examen du point de savoir si la contribution ne concerne que des éléments exclus de la
protection; (4) examen de la nature technique de la contribution effective ou prétendue.
En ce qui concerne le brevet d'Aerotel, la Court of Appeal fait une différence entre les
revendications qui définissent une méthode et celles qui définissent des systèmes
téléphoniques. Le système téléphonique est un dispositif technique formé de plusieurs
composants. Il fournit une contribution technique et n'est pas seulement
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composé d'éléments exclus de la protection, raison pour laquelle il peut être breveté.
Vu que les revendications concernant la méthode visent pour l'essentiel l'utilisation du
système, qui est brevetable, les revendications définies de manière plus étroite en
relation avec l'utilisation de ce système sont également brevetables.
Le brevet d'invention Macrossan concerne une méthode fonctionnant avec un système
de traitement de données en vue de produire les documents nécessaires à la fondation
d'une société. Avec cette méthode, des questions sont posées à un utilisateur par
l'intermédiaire d'un serveur - de préférence via un site Internet - jusqu'à ce que les
informations requises soient rassemblées pour produire les documents nécessaires. La
Court of Appeal lui dénie tout caractère brevetable car, d'une part, il s'agit d'une pure
méthode commerciale qui - à l'exclusion de l'exécution d'un programme informatique -
n'apporte aucune contribution technique; d'autre part, un programme informatique
exclu de la protection est revendiqué avec le brevet pour l'exécution de cette méthode;
ainsi, la contribution apportée par ce programme n'est pas non plus de nature technique
car il utilise du matériel informatique standard.
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